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“Information is of little value if listeners aren’t inspired to 
CHANGE or ACT.”   Val Van Brocklin  

The former State and Federal Prosecutor, Val Van Brocklin’s day long training    
session captivated delegates and earned rave reviews.  Providing information that 
gets results, that makes a difference in people’s lives and gives new meaning to 
the work being done, is the essence of Val’s powerful presentation.  Combining 
humor, practical experience and skillful use of  intense court room interrogation, 
Val provided invaluable information to investigators.   
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“Top specialists,                                 

great networking                                  

and information”  
 

Valvanbrocklin.com 

Facingfacts.info 

Tvempowers.com 

The 2013 Pacific Northwest License, Tax and Fraud Annual  Training was held at the 

Olympia Red Lion Hotel, WA on May 1st and 2nd 2013 

VAL VAN 

BROCKLIN 

TERRY VAUGHAN   GLENNA TROUT 

                           BODY LANGUAGE   and   FACIAL EXPRESSIONS                                                                   

Reading and interpreting body language (Terry) and reading and interpreting facial 

emotions (Glenna) provided Investigators with practical, in-depth and insightful        

information using inter-active sessions and comprehensive information packs.  



 

PNLTFA 

PNLTFA was established  in 1989 
to fulfil the critical need for low 
cost professional training, and 
better communications among 
those who conduct criminal, civil, 
tax and fraud investigations.  

The Association is comprised of 
public and private employees,     
dedicated to the administration  
and enforcement of tax, license, 
and business registration laws,    
and to the detection, investigation, 
and prosecution of fraud. 

PNLTFA promotes the coordination 
of fiscal and other investigations 
and regulatory activities at all    
levels of government and in all  
represented segments of private 
industry. 

The dates for the 2014 Pacific Northwest License, Tax and Fraud annual training will be 

posted on our website.    Visit  www.pnltfa.com  

BOARD MEMBERS AT 2013 ANNUAL TRAINING IN OLYMPIA 

    100 attendees.            3 International speakers.                                                                                                                   

2 days of Investigator training. 

“Over two decades PNLTFA has gained an international reputation for the high quality   

of the training that it provides at one and two day events.  The Board is keen to ensure 

that the reputation is maintained and enhanced and welcomes suggestions and ideas 

from members.  I also encourage everyone to use their network of fellow investigators   

to promote the organization and help us provide appropriate technical and practical     

training in the future.”   

                                CHRISTOPHER SUTHERLAND.     PNLTFA PRESIDENT 2013 


